BREAKING THE CODE
This stellar success of a development has set
itself apart from the others by getting the basics
right...... from the start.

companies have come and gone, Kalara has only
grown from strength to strength. Now employing
London with plans to expand... it's amazing to see
what started as one man and one mobile phone can
create.
Carl Lamb, owner and founder of Kalara
Developments is proud of the many villas, apartments
and estates that he and Kalara have created over the
years and particularly of CODE and the awards they

have been accredited with – upon writing, two of his
staff members have been dispatched over to Kuala
Lumpur to pick up another six at the 2012 Asia
been an easy road, I think that the fact that we have
focus on the vision we have for creating optimum
developments to the very highest international
standards has not gone unnoticed. Sadly not all
developers on the island are quite so conscientious,
but we at Kalara are glad to provide the benchmark
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to show what is achievable. It's our attention to detail
which I think lies at the very heart of our success; we
stand out from the crowd for all the right reasons. "

stunning restaurant cooking up both Thai and
Western cuisines, a tranquil Spa for those seeking
relaxation, a modern air-conditioned Gym and a

Originally developed with the intention of creating
superior residences for those who wish to purchase
or reside on Samui, CODE now offers a resortexperience for holiday-makers, as much to their
delight, Kalara Developments has completely sold all
of the available CODE residences, with an active and
extensive waiting-list of people looking to snap up
the next one to hit the market!

that overlooks the amazing Bang Po beach and
surrounding areas.

Offering full on-site facilities for residents and
vacationers alike, CODE presents all that is
required for a perfect island escape including a
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Set over four levels, this boutique resort with
residences also boasts something that most
accommodation options on Koh Samui cannot. All
spaces in which they live. From television cabinets,
to white leather sofas to tailor-made heavy wood
doors (the majority of store-bought doors are often
prone to warping in the heat) everything has been

designed and constructed to ensure longevity,
quality and a visual standard that surpasses that of
island standards.
to ceiling glass doors and windows give these
apartments a feeling of light and space creating a
perfect synergy with the views of Samui's crystal
blue waters. Each suite offers an outdoor terrace
with a comfortable lounge so that the views can
truly be appreciated whilst the Samui breeze
dances across your skin. Each suite also offers
kitchen, dining, lounge, terrace and more – CODE
gives you everything that you could wish for in a
tropical getaway.

With one bedroom, two bedroom and XL two
bedroom apartments available, each of which
provides expansive uninterrupted sea views, there
are accommodation options to suit everyone - from
singles, to couples looking for a romantic escape, to
larger groups and even weddings!
So if you're looking for a destination that will not
The quality, atmosphere and facilities at CODE are
nothing short of 5 star and with views to die for, it's
hard to go past this absolute gem of a location for
your next vacation...and if you're looking to buy....
then get your name on the waiting-list pronto so you
can secure a home away from home like no other.
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